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The realm of physics is constantly evolving, with scientists tirelessly working to

unravel the mysteries of the universe. In recent years, a groundbreaking discovery

has taken the scientific community by storm - the Second Birth of Planck

Constant. This discovery has not only redefined our understanding of quantum

mechanics, but has also paved the way for a new physics theory that promises to

revolutionize the field. In this article, we will delve into the significance of Planck

Constant's second birth and explore the implications it holds for the future of

physics.

Understanding Planck Constant

Before we delve into the second birth of Planck Constant, let's first understand

what it entails. Planck Constant, denoted by the symbol 'h', is a fundamental

physical constant that relates the energy of a photon to its frequency. It was first

introduced by the German physicist Max Planck in 1900 as part of his study on

black-body radiation. Planck Constant plays a crucial role in quantum theory,

where it serves as a bridge between classical physics and the perplexing world of

quantum mechanics.
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The Second Birth: A Game-Changing Revelation

The second birth of Planck Constant has emerged as a game-changing revelation

that challenges our traditional understanding of physics. This revolutionary

discovery suggests that the value of Planck Constant may vary in certain extreme

conditions, deviating from its previously assumed fixed value. The implications of

this revelation are far-reaching, and scientists across the globe are working

tirelessly to decipher its true significance.

The Quest for a New Physics Theory

With the second birth of Planck Constant, scientists find themselves on the

precipice of a new era in physics. This remarkable discovery has prompted the

development of a new physics theory that seeks to explain the variations

observed in Planck Constant. By reconciling these variations with existing

theories, physicists aim to uncover a deeper understanding of our reality - one

that transcends the limitations of traditional physics and opens the door to new

possibilities.

Implications for Quantum Mechanics

Quantum mechanics, the branch of physics that deals with the behavior of matter

and energy at the smallest scales, is deeply intertwined with Planck Constant. As

the second birth of Planck Constant challenges the conventional view of this

fundamental constant, it simultaneously challenges the core principles of

quantum mechanics. This groundbreaking development has prompted physicists

to reevaluate and refine existing quantum theories, leading us closer to a more

comprehensive understanding of the quantum world.
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Applications in Advanced Technologies

The second birth of Planck Constant and the subsequent development of a new

physics theory hold immense potential for practical applications in advanced

technologies. As we unravel the mysteries of the universe at a deeper level, we

gain valuable insights that can be harnessed in various fields. From the

development of more efficient renewable energy sources to quantum computing

and advanced materials, the implications of this discovery transcend the realm of

theoretical physics, reaching into the realms of technological innovation.

The second birth of Planck Constant marks a pivotal moment in the annals of

physics. This groundbreaking discovery and the subsequent development of a

new physics theory have set the stage for a new era of scientific exploration and

technological advancements. As we continue to unravel the mysteries of the

universe, the second birth of Planck Constant promises to lead us to even greater

revelations and transform our understanding of the fundamental laws that govern

the cosmos.
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The book is a collection of unpublished articles containing crucial important

information underlying inherently new physics theory. The derivation of the

equation for Planck constant initiated the development of the new veritable

physics theory which discovered the physical essence of this constant which had

not been solved since 1900.

It was found out that Planck constant concealed a veritable elementary particle

not known before which the author called an electrino. The derivation of the

equation for Planck constant and the discovery of the electrino were a golden

keys to the black box where the author was awaited by tens of the newest

fundamental discoveries which opened the true picture of the physical universe. It

destroyed completely the prevailing theoretical physics which has been moulded

in the first half of the 20th century. Now the main work by J. Baziyev

(Fundamentals of Unified Theory of Physics. Moscow, 1994 [Д.Х. Базиев.

Основы единой теории физики. Москва, 1994 год, 640 стр.]) is the forefront of

the fundamental science.

The book is primary intended for professional physicists of Europe, Asia, and

America from which the author is awaiting for experimental validation of his

results. It will be extremely interesting for scientists of the other natural sciences,

for students and all inquisitive readers of the world so far as we are entering in the

science world of the 21st century.
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